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H. Wayne Springfield—Southwestern Range Ecologist
Jerry R. Cox, Thomas N. Johnsen Jr., and Howard L. Morton
H. Wayne Springfield, a U.S. Forest Service rangeland

easy to establish, was widely adapted, and that herbage

researcher, retired with 30 years of service in 1977. During a
30-year career in range research he published 79 scientific

tion. Additional studies showed that crested wheatgrass

and popular articles. Typical examples of his significant con
tributions are determining how to plant, establish and man

production was influenced by winter and spring precipita
should be planted between June and November. Springfield
then determined the practical effect of row spacing on com

age crested wheatgrass, germination requirements for shrubs,

petition, vigor, and production of crested wheatgrass. He

and methods for establishing forage species on mine spoils.

found that 10 lbs/acre of crested wheatgrass seed planted in

He is not well known within the Society (or Range Manage

8-inch rows produced a viable stand if 1 plant per 12 inches

ment, but much of our current research is based on his work.

of row space survived.
Springfield seeded crested wheatgrass and native grasses
in combination, and began grazing studies to determine
proper use based on weight gains of cattle and sheep. These

studies illustrated the need to consider plant payability
when designing a seed mix for rangeland planting. A general

conclusion was that livestock distribution might be improved
by seeding highly preferred grasses on areas which receive
light use, and by seeding less preferred species on heavily
used areas, such as those near water. Daily cattle and sheep
gains were greatest on lightly used crested wheatgrass pas
tures when grazing occurred in late spring and summer.
Springfield found that crested wheatgrass herbage pro
duction was more dependent on winter and spring precipita

tion rather than livestock use, if herbage removal did not
exceed 70%. Herbage removal was determined by ocular

estimate, actual weight, and the grazed plant method to
determine which method was most reliable and easiest to
use in the field. The grazed plant method was selected as a

After completing a B.S. in biology at the University of New
Mexico, H. Wayne Springfield intended to begin medical

school in the fall of 1942; however, World War II interrupted
his plans. After the war Springfield was stationed at Biarritz,
France, where he attended the American University and
enrolled in an introductory course in range management
taught by John Fenley, a range ecologist from Nevada and

dependable and quick technique.

In 1963, Springfield initiated a 10-year study to identify
problems associated with field germination of shrubs. Re
search efforts were concentrated on fourwing saltbush and
winter fat because of their wide range of adaptability, rela
tively high nutritive quality, and value to both wildlife and
livestock. Results showed that seed viability and germination

brother-in-law of Ken Parker, a pioneer in semidesert grass

of both species were dependent on collection year, time of

land research.

collection among years, seed size, soil type, moisture stress,

Stimulated by Fenley, Springfield enrolled at Colorado

State University, completing undergraduate course work in
1946. He then enrolled at the University of Arizona and
received a Master of Science in botany and range ecology in
1949. While continuing to work as a scientist for the Forest

Service, he enrolled at Texas ASM in 1950 and completed
requirements for a Ph.D. in range management at Texas
A&M in 1959.

Springfield began his research career with the Forest Ser
vice in New Mexico during 1947. His first assignment was to

plant introduced and native grasses at high elevation pine
forest-range sites, and determine which grasses would
emerge and persist. He found that crested wheatgrass was

temperature, cold storage, and planting depth.
Direct transplant studies were used to complement germi
nation studies. Springfield transplanted hundreds of plants
of more than 30 species of shrubs at 10 field locations to
determinesite-adaptabilitycharacteristics. Springfield states:
"Just planting seed and keeping records of what happened
was not a true test of adaptability." By using transplants

Springfield bypassed failures associated with climate and
soils that often are responsible for a plant being classified as
"non-adapted."
Springfield conducted revegetation trials on mine spoils

and found that seeding success depended on precipitation
and evaporation rates.

Paraffin and polyethylene catch

ments increased soil moisture in the root zone by 20 percent
Aulhors are range scientist, research agronomist, and supervisory plant
physiologist, raspectivoly. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Re

search Service, Andland Watershed Management Research Unit, 2000 East
Allen Road, Tucson, Arizona 85719.

even if less than 0.3 inch of precipitation was recorded.
Additions of organic materials (sawdust, manure, straw and
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bark), nitrogen fertilizers, and top soil had little or no effect
on the emergence and early growth of shrubs and grasses.
However, growth following emergence was improved with all
additions.

H. Wayne Springfield currently lives in Sun City, Arizona.
In a personal interview he summarized his experience in the
following manner: "We were the individuals who conducted
research as traveling bands of gypsies, spent nights in the
field, and cooked over open camp fires. Results of our stu

dies, even when completely valid, were not always accepted
by statisticians." Throughout his career, and often with a
limited budget, Springfield was both scientist and techni
cian. His research was conducted in the field, in vacant lots
within the city of Albuquerque, and, when needed, at home in
a garage. Regardless of the circumstances, Springfield was a
dynamic researcher and we hereby recognize his outstand
ing contributions to Range Science and Management.
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